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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), a regional economic forum that consists of 21 member 
economies, aims to create greater regional prosperity by promoting economic growth and accelerating 
regional economic integration. The APEC Secretariat, based in Singapore, acts as the core support mechanism 
for APEC processes. The Secretariat provides APEC economies and more than 60 APEC fora with 
coordination and technical and advisory support, oversight for more than 250 APEC-funded projects, as well 
as information management, communications, and public outreach services.  

Because APEC has expanded and its responsibilities grew in complexity over the last several years, the US-
APEC Technical Assistance to Advance Regional Integration (US-ATAARI) activity1 commissioned a project to 
conduct a comprehensive review of its existing support and management mechanisms and to provide process 
recommendations to increase efficiency and effectiveness, if any. 

In 2016, US-ATAARI completed a comprehensive mapping of the processes the APEC Secretariat employs in 
meeting its operational mandates. This mapping resulted in a graphical representation of the Secretariat’s 
efficiencies and a set of logical frameworks illustrating the Secretariat’s functions. This ultimately led to the 
identification of a set of broad recommendations for improvement of procedures across units.  

This follow-on activity aims to transform the Process Mapping Report’s broad recommendations into detailed 
implementable solutions, focusing, at this stage, on project-related improvements. 

As a first step, the activity’s baseline documents (i.e., the Process Mapping Report and the Process Maps) were 
reviewed and evaluated for their comprehensiveness, correctness, and clarity. It was observed that process 
maps were neither comprehensive nor clear enough for business users to quickly identify their action points, 
responsibilities, deliverables, and flow of events. Hence, these maps were converted into Cross Functional 
Process Workflows, which present end-to-end visual layouts of the business functions, actors/roles, activities, 
and information flow. This conversion made it easier for the business users and units (program executives, 
program directors, project overseers, Project Management Unit, Finance Department, etc.) to understand and 
use this information.  

The first of the Cross Functional Process Workflows developed was the As-Is Cross Functional Process 
Workflows, demonstrating existing actors/roles, actions, and responsibilities before any changes are 
implemented, as follows: 

• PRJ-1.1, Project Lifecycle Management – Concept Note and Proposal Development/Approval 2 

• PRJ-1.2, Project Lifecycle Management – Implementation and Monitoring 

• PRJ-2.0, Project Change Management  

• PRJ-3.1, Contracts Disbursement 3 

                                                 

 

1 US-ATAARI is a joint project of APEC and USAID/U.S. State Department.  

2 The Project Lifecycle Management processes (PRJ-1.1, PRJ-1.2, PRJ-2.0) depict complex layers of actions that must be completed 
with the engagement of the PMU, from the beginning to the end of APEC projects. These processes are subdivided into phases — that 
is, Concept Note (CN) development, CN approval, proposal development and approval, project implementation, project monitoring 
and reporting, and project completion and closeout.  

3 The project disbursement processes (i.e., PRJ-3.1, 3.2, and 3.3) include the Secretariat’s activities to facilitate and disburse project 
funds related to contracts, travel, and publications and event expenses.  
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• PRJ-3.2, Travel Disbursement  

• PRJ-3.3 Publications and Events Disbursement 

The As-Is Cross Functional Process Workflows were further analyzed to identify the process points that 
impeded the efficiency and effectiveness of the Secretariat operations. This analysis yielded a set of more 
detailed issues and corresponding reforms recommendations as these were not apparent in the earlier high-
level process maps.  

The reforms recommendations were organized according to the impacted processes and entities (documents, 
users). These recommendations were then (a) reviewed and analyzed for pertinence and applicability and (b) 
categorized according to the nature of tasks required to implement them, as shown below.  

• Process Streamlining. Recommendations that call for changes in the current process, resulting in the To-
Be Process Workflow Maps.  

• Procedures Streamlining. Recommendations that call for (a) changes in the existing guidelines or (b) the 
development of new guidelines. 

• Standardization. Recommendations that call for (a) standardizing document and communication 
templates (layout, look and feel, fonts, structure, etc.) and (b) converting different variants of similar 
documents, data, and communication templates into universal templates. 

• Operational Restructuring (optional). Recommendations that call for changes in the operational structure 
of APEC Secretariat, such as centralizing the printing of claims settlement forms. 

• Process Automation. Recommendations that call for transferring the repetitive activities (e.g., 
formulations and calculations, travel undertaking generation) into an information technology (IT) 
system or a software tool. 

The process streamlining tasks were taken up by applying process improvement techniques, which resulted in 
the To-Be Cross Functional Process Workflows that present an improved, reformed state of business 
functions, as follows: 

• Complex process points were simplified by removing or splitting them into individual action items 
under each and by depicting the inputs and outputs.  

• Duplications, overlaps, and gaps in activities were eliminated (e.g., dual data entry, multiple data 
sources, and overlapping responsibilities). 

• Bureaucracy was reduced by the well-defined division of activities among business users and 
departments. 

• Non-value adding activities were removed (e.g., those that hinder time to completion, quality, and 
customer satisfaction). 

• Process cycle time was reduced by eliminating bottlenecks. 
• Automation options were identified for the repetitive tasks, document generation, single-sourcing of 

information, notification, and so forth. 

The implementation of reforms requiring process streamlining was identified through the To-Be Cross 
Functional Process Workflows in conjunction with the RACI Matrices — a table of who is Responsible, 
Accountable, Consulted, and Informed for an activity/action. APEC staff can begin applying these reforms 
immediately.  

The implementation of reforms requiring procedures streamlining is achieved by updating the Project 
Guidebook and by developing new guidelines that need not be a part of the Guidebook. This task is proposed 
to be handled by PMU, aided by APEC’s Information Manager. The implementation of reforms requiring 
standardization will require the services of a documentation or usability consultant or APEC’s Information 
Manager.  
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Implementation of reforms requiring process automation is proposed for the more complex, labor-intensive 
travel disbursement process, which consumes significant portions of the Secretariat’s scarce resources. Two 
automation options have been proposed: (a) automation of an existing MS Excel spreadsheet (referred to as 
the Budget Table) or (b) customization of an off-the-shelf online software system. Option B is the preferred 
solution because it aids ease of use, self-service, auto-notification, document management, compliance, real-
time reporting — and above all, this option is scalable to accommodate other APEC processes in the future.  

Moreover, further improvement of functions is recommended by setting up an online user assistance system, 
which can serve as a universal source of contextualized information. This information would include process 
workflows, guidelines/procedures, templates, and so forth for every type of business user, both within and 
outside the Secretariat. This will improve the consistency and accuracy of information, reduce the training 
needs of the end-users (new program executive, program director, chair, etc.), eliminate ambiguities, and save 
time and effort toward “information seeking” communications significantly.  
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INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND 
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Secretariat reviews and documents its internal processes and 
procedures annually and then communicates its findings through the Annual Report of the APEC Secretariat. 
This process reform report aims to review progress in implementing the Secretariat’s Strategic Plan and to 
assess its achievements, as well as to identify areas for continued work. Based on this review, it was noted that 
the APEC Secretariat’s scope of technical work has been growing in both number and complexity over the 
past several years. In 2013, the Secretariat funded a total of 74 projects; today, the number exceeds 100. This 
growth in project support impacts the Secretariat’s ability to deliver its services efficiently and effectively and 
to provide oversight over all its operations, given that it maintains the same resources and staff.  

To address this issue and increase efficiencies, US-ATAARI has been working with the APEC Secretariat to 
identify and implement improvements to the Secretariat’s processes. During the first phase, US-ATAARI 
conducted a comprehensive review of the Secretariat’s existing support and management mechanisms, thus 
obtaining a clear understanding of its current capacity and limitations.  

During 2015 and 2016, US-ATAARI completed a mapping of the processes the APEC Secretariat employed in 
meeting its mandates in 2016. The result was a useful set of logical frameworks that illustrate the workflows 
related to the roles and responsibilities of Program Directors (PDs) and Program Executives (PE) in their 
support provided to APEC fora; the role of the Project Management Unit (PMU) in its administration of APEC 
projects and funding; and the roles and responsibilities of PDs, PEs, Project Overseers (PO), and the Finance 
Unit in the disbursement of funds. The ensuing Process Mapping Report led to an assessment of the 
Secretariat’s efficiencies and an identification of opportunities for harmonizing APEC Secretariat procedures 
across units, staff, and stakeholders, defined as a set of broad recommendations for improvement.  

In this second phase, this activity provides strategic recommendations to the Secretariat that build on previous 
findings to provide an implementable guide to update internal processes. 

OBJECTIVE 
This follow-on activity aims to transform the Process Mapping Report’s broad recommendations into detailed 
implementable solutions, with a focus on project-related improvements. This activity specifically focuses on end-
to-end project lifecycle management and project disbursement (contract and travel) processes, with the 
understanding that the analysis should be conducted in a manner that can be seamlessly carried forward to 
improve other Secretariat business processes. 

By conducting a deep-dive analysis of the process maps and supplementing them with additional process 
models, the Process Reforms Strategic Recommendations and Preliminary Implementation Plan identifies the changes 
needed to increase efficiencies in existing systems, and best utilize its resources, processes, procedures, and 
documents. The Plan also outlines preliminary actions to be taken, detailing how these changes will be made 
and who will make them. It covers overall APEC Secretariat’s business process analysis, issues and 
observations, recommendations and solutions as well as system design for the implementation of reforms.  

Strategic Secretariat goals and objectives in this activity are to:  

• Strengthen the capacity of the APEC Secretariat; 

• Improve response time for services provided to APEC business users and external 
participants; 
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• Improve the quality of service to APEC stakeholders. 

ASSESSMENT APPROACH 
The Process Mapping Consultant first reviewed the research and analysis conducted in the previous activity 
based on a two-step approach: (a) analyze the existing material (i.e., the baseline documents) and (b) interview 
business users for their feedback on the information contained in these documents as well as any useful inputs 
they can provide.  

The Consultant reviewed the baseline documents for their comprehensiveness, correctness, and clarity. The 
documents provided a comprehensive understanding of how the Secretariat functions by outlining how a given 
process is currently performed, who the business users are, what their roles and responsibilities are, what 
kinds of technologies/systems support the process, and how a given process in the Secretariat integrates with 
the other business processes.  

Following this analysis, the Process Mapping Consultant followed up with various Secretariat stakeholders, 
including program executives, program directors and staff in the Project Management Unit, to verify the 
materials and research more information to address gaps in the report. Based on this outreach, the consultant 
was able to produce the Cross Functional Process Workflow Maps and to identify further recommendations 
to create efficiencies. 

BASELINE DOCUMENTS 
The following baseline documents were produced during the process mapping exercise and reviewed and 
evaluated by the consultant to assess APEC frameworks and broad recommendations. 

• APEC Process Mapping Report –  Fora and Project Process Assessment and 
Recommendations 

• APEC Secretariat Process Maps – Fora and Project Processes 
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PROCESS ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
BASELINE DOCUMENTS ANALYSIS 
The detailed analysis of the baseline documents, which include the Process Mapping Report together with the 
responsibility tables and process maps, led to the following assessments: 

• The process maps provide a high-level view of various activities undertaken by the business 
users/functionaries. 

• The processes were mapped as linear-flow diagrams, not as cross functional workflows. 

• These flow diagrams are not comprehensive and clear enough to help the business functionaries 
quickly identify their action points, responsibilities, and deliverables. 

• At a good number of map points, the process maps depict only the major tasks. This is not sufficient 
for delineating ownership of tasks. 

• The process maps do not depict the stage and sequence of process events (activities, actions) and 
the corresponding actors. 

Considering these assessments, the consultant decided to convert current process maps into Cross Functional 
Process Workflow to provide more detail in the processes and their functions. 

Further, process-related issues and the corresponding reforms recommendations, presented in the Process 
Mapping Report, were organized by the processes they impacted. For example, the issues were listed against 
the recommendations that impacted the Project Lifecycle Management Process.  

Each of these issues and the corresponding recommendations were then thoroughly reviewed and analyzed 
for their pertinence and applicability. Any composite issues or recommendations, or both, were broken down 
into meaningful points. This gave us a total number of reforms implementation points for each process 
(provided below), which aided in prioritizing the processes and recommendations for implementation. 
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Reforms Implementation Points – As Identified in the Process Mapping Report 
 

Processes Impacted 
by Reforms 
Implementation  

Number 
of 
Reforms 

Entities Impacted Stakeholders 
Impacted 

Method to Implement the Reforms 

PRJ-3.2, Travel 
Disbursement 

1 • Process workflow 
• Document templates 
• APEC Secretariat 

administrative structure 

• Project Overseer 
• Program Executive 
• Event Attendee 

• Process streamlining –  Develop the To-Be Process Map 
• Automation – Develop functional requirements 

document for Excel template automation 
• Operational streamlining – Apply best practices for 

project administration  
 

PRJ-1.1, Project Lifecycle 
Management 

2 • Process workflow 
• Contractor database 
• APEC Guidebook on 

projects 

• Program Director 
• Program Executive 
• Project Management 

Unit 

• Process streamlining –  Develop the To-Be Process Map 
• Automation – Define data structure for proposed 

contractor database 
• Procedures streamlining –  Update guidelines to 

introduce knowledge management responsibilities 
 

PRJ-3.1, Contracts 
Disbursement 

2 • Process workflow 
• Contractor selection 

process 
• APEC Guidebook on 

projects 
 

• Program Director 
• Program Executive 
• PMU 

• Process streamlining –  Develop To-Be Process Map 
• Procedures streamlining –  Develop guidelines for 

contractor selection 
 

APEC Overall 8 • Administrative 
procedures 

 
• Procedures streamlining –  Update guidelines on PE Team 

Lead job description; update guidelines on program 
director and program executive roles 

• Standardization –  Standardize all templates  
• Process Streamlining –  Develop RACI Matrices for all 

processes 
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AS-IS PROCESS REMAPPING 
The existing process maps were first remapped into As-Is Cross Functional Process Workflows. These 
process workflows present an end-to-end visual layout of the business functions, actors, activities, and 
information flows. The completed maps were presented to various business users — the program directors, 
program executives, and program executive team lead in the APEC Secretariat — to validate whether they 
represented the as-is state of their activities. Based on feedback, these process workflows were optimized to 
depict any missing activities that business users undertake, technologies/systems they use, and documents they 
produce or use.  

The Process Workflow Maps contain the following components: 

• Business Functions. The vertical containers represent business functions, such as concept note 
development and approval, accounts settlement, contracts/procurement, and so forth. 

• Actors. The horizontal containers represent the business users/roles, such as the Project Overseer, 
Program Director, Program Executive or staff members in the Project Management Unit or Finance 
Department, and so forth.  

• Business Activities. These are the actions actors undertake to accomplish a task. For example, 
generate a travel undertaking, score a bid, review the evaluation criteria, and so forth.  

• Inputs, Outputs, and Compliance Checkpoints. These are defined as information or action that becomes 
an input to an activity or an output from an activity. For example, participant data from the Project 
Overseer is an input to the Prepare Travel Undertaking Activity undertaken by the Program 
Executive. The Travel Undertaking Document becomes an output of this activity. In this case, a 
compliance checkpoint in a Travel Undertaking is “Review the Facts and Figures.”  

• Flow of Information. This depicts the flow of information between activities as represented by the 
lines or pathways connecting the flow and sequence of information and the transfer of control. 

     Structure of a Typical Process Workflow Map 

  
Business Function 

 

 1 2 3 N 

Actor 1 • Business activities  

• Inputs 

• Outputs 

• Compliance checks 

•    

Actor 2     

Actor 3     

Actor N     

IT System     
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As-Is Process Workflows 
As-Is Process Workflows were developed, as shown below. Please find the complete set of these workflow 
maps in Appendix A. 
 

Current Process Map As-Is Process Workflow 

Projects cycle management – 3 parts PRJ-1.1, Project Lifecycle Management – Concept Note (CN) and 
Proposal 

 PRJ-1.2, Project Lifecycle Management – Implementation and 
Monitoring 

 PRJ-2.0, Project Change Management 

Contracts disbursement PRJ-3.1, Contracts Disbursement 

Travel disbursement PRJ-3.2, Travel Disbursement 

Publications and events disbursement PRJ-3.3, Publications and Events Disbursement 

 

TO-BE PROCESS ANALYSIS 
The As-Is Processes were minutely analyzed around six essential criteria, as applicable, to identify the process 
points that impede the efficiency and effectiveness of the APEC Secretariat operations. The analysis was 
carried out using the Model of Improvement Techniques, shown below.  

 

               

 

Business 
Process

Simplify
Processes

Eliminate 
Duplication, 
Overlaps & 

Gaps

Reduce 
Bureaucracy

Remove Non-
Value Adding 

Activities

Reduce Cycle 
Time

Apply 
Automation

Tools
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1. Simplify Processes. This criterion considers streamlining the process to reduce or eliminate the 
complexity of a business activity — so that the process becomes straightforward and easier to 
understand and use without impeding the intent of the process. 

For example, in the Contracts Disbursement Process, one of the activities is mapped as “Select an 
Evaluation Panel,” which is not a comprehensive statement. This activity was clarified and made easier 
to understand by splitting it into three activities –  

• A.10) Establish an evaluation panel, and provide them the Proposals Evaluation Form 

• A.11) Collate the panel-signed evaluation reports (PDF and MS Excel) 

• A.12) Prepare, sign, and submit to the Program Director (PD) the Proposals Evaluation 
Summary and the Procurement Process Summary 

2. Eliminate Duplication, Overlaps, and Gaps. This criterion considers identifying multiple sources of data, 
dual data entry, multiple staff doing same or similar work, missing information or action, and so forth.  

For example, in the Contracts Disbursement Process, one of the activities is mapped as “Review and 
Approve RFP Timeline for Selective Tender Process,” which is a joint responsibility of the PD and the 
PE. The mapping does not present who is responsible for what action, which can create duplication 
and overlap of efforts.  

This activity was subdivided into individual responsibilities: 

• PE – B.03) Review and finalize the RFP and RFP Services Timeline for the Selective Tender 
Process with PO 

• PD – B.04) Review and endorse the RFP, RFP Services Timeline, and Bid Evaluation Criteria  

3. Reduce Bureaucracy. This criterion considers the need for a well-defined division of activities among 
business users and departments, keeping in mind the organizational hierarchies (authority and control). 
The cause of bureaucracy is often fear of error, the need for excessive control, a defensive move, or 
simply a task or activity that grew over time to maintain status quo.  

To eliminate or reduce the bureaucracy, two approaches were applied, as follows:  

• To ask “why” something had to be done, and  

• To consider SALT (Statutory, Audit, Legal, and Tax) requirements. 

In the absence of any good reasoning or justification regarding these two aspects, a task or activity was 
either streamlined or, otherwise, eliminated. 

For example, the generation of the Travel Undertaking Document was identified as an area of 
bureaucracy. Some PEs chose to continue to rely on a copy/paste method, either out of habit or 
averseness to acquire the necessary skills on how to use the mail merge feature, or both. Instead, PEs 
should use the power of MS Office to populate the required data from the Travel Disbursement 
Budget Table, an MS Excel workbook, into a Travel Undertaking Document in MS Word.  

4. Remove Non-Value Adding Activities. This criterion considers whether a task or activity adds value to a 
process or procedure by improving quality or the time to completion or by increasing 
customer/business satisfaction. Activities that do not add value were either removed completely or 
split and replaced with value adding activities.  

For example, in the Project Lifecycle Management Process, the activity “Seek PDM Prioritizations, as 
Needed” has been removed. This resulted in transforming the subsequent activity “Recommend 
Prioritized Concept Notes (CN) to the Budget and Management Committee (BMC) for In-principle 
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Approval” into “(12) Inform PD about the Unfunded CNs and Provide Ineligibility Assessments” and 
“(13) Recommend the Highest Scoring Eligible CN to BMC for In-principle Approval.” 

5. Reduce Cycle Time. Reducing the process cycle time entails looking for ways to eliminate instances in 
which work is waiting to be done or, otherwise, eliminating the wastage of effort. Wherever feasible, 
the cycle times (time needed to accomplish an activity from beginning to the end) were compared 
with the process time (time it actually takes without the waiting/waste). 

For example, an airfare policy has been proposed to define a “smart” airfare policy that must be 
conveyed to event attendees right in the beginning, thus avoiding any further negotiations and 
additional communication between PEs and participants. 

6. Apply Automation Tools. This criterion is intended to make things faster, easier, and more accurate 
through automation. However, sometimes automation is either not used appropriately or not available 
to complete the task at hand, or both. The areas of repetitive calculations or actions were identified 
for automation. 

For example, this Reform Implementation Plan proposes two automation options to handle the 
resource-intensive Travel Disbursement Process: (a) automation of the existing MS Excel spreadsheet 
(called the Budget Table) and (b) customization of an off-the-shelf downloadable software program.  

To-Be Process Workflows 
The result of the To-Be Process Analysis is a set of To-Be Cross Functional Process Workflows, in addition to 
a set of additional findings (see Issues, below) that require changes in the standard operating procedures 
(guidelines), documents, and operations. The newly produced process workflows, together with the list of 
earlier issues and recommendations, were discussed with the stakeholders and various business users — the 
PMU, PDs, PEs, PE Team Lead, Director of Administration, and Chief of Staff. 

The To-be Process Workflows shown below were streamlined. Please find the complete set of workflow 
maps in Appendix B.   
 

As-Is Process Workflow To-Be Process Workflow 

PRJ-1.1, Project Lifecycle Management - CN and Proposal Yes 

PRJ-1.2, Project Lifecycle Management – Implementation and 
Monitoring 

Yes 

PRJ-2.0, Project Change Management No change 

PRJ-3.1, Contracts Disbursement Yes 

PRJ-3.2, Travel Disbursement Yes 

PRJ-3.3, Publications and Events Disbursement No Change 
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SALIENT OBSERVATIONS 
Nearly 80 percent of travel disbursement activities are managed by the program executives. These activities 
constitute nearly 50 to 60 percent of a program executive’s total workload, as follows: 

• Almost 40 percent of a PE’s time spent toward travel disbursement activities is focused on resolving 
attendee travel-related issues, including airfare quotes and route finalization.  

• Average time required to produce a travel undertaking document is 11 minutes, amounting to about 
200 hours (1.2 months) of a PE’s total effort. This does not include the time spent on budget table 
data collation, replication, calculation, and so forth. 

• A shared network folder (M drive) is used for document management. 

• Nearly 60 percent of the project lifecycle management activities are “substance” and “review” labor-
intensive, which are primarily the tasks of the program directors. 

• The IT systems used are MS SharePoint Portal for the Projects Database, which works more as a 
projects archive than a collaboration tool. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY 
CATEGORIZATION 
The changes required by the To-Be Process Workflows and the issues and recommendations identified in the 
process mapping exercise were categorized by the nature of the task, as follows: 

• Process Streamlining. Recommendations that call for changes in the current process, resulting in the To-
Be Process Workflow Maps.  

• Procedures Streamlining. Recommendations that call for (a) changes in the existing guidelines or (b) the 
development of new guidelines. 

• Standardization. Recommendations that call for (a) standardizing document and communication 
templates (layout, look and feel, fonts, structure, etc.) and (b) converting different variants of similar 
documents, data, and communication templates into universal templates. 

• Operational Restructuring (optional). Recommendations that call for changes in the operational structure 
of APEC Secretariat, such as centralizing the printing of claims settlement forms. 

• Process Automation. Recommendations that call for transferring the repetitive activities (e.g., 
formulations and calculations, travel undertaking generation) into an information technology (IT) 
system or a software tool. 
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Recommendations and Tasks Overview 

No. Description Travel Disbursement Contracts Disbursement Project Lifecycle 
Management 

1 Number of issues and reforms 
recommended in original reporta 

2 2 2 

2 Number of additional 
issues/observations identified, 
and reforms/solutions proposed 
in new analysisb 

10 5 4 

3 Entities that will be impacted by 
reforms implementation 

• Process workflow 
• Document templates 
• APEC Secretariat 

administrative structure 

• Process workflow 
• Contractor selection 

process 
• APEC Guidebook on 

projects 

• Process workflow 
• Contractor Database 
• APEC Guidebook on 

projects 

4 Stakeholders who will be 
impacted by reforms 
implementation 

• Project Overseer 
• Program Executive 
• Event attendees 

• Program Director 
• Program Executive 
• Project Management Unit 

• Program Director 
• Program Executive 
• Project Management Unit 

5 Tasks required for implementing 
the reforms/solutions 

• Process streamlining 
• Procedures streamlining 
• Operations streamlining  
• Automation 

• Process streamlining 
• Procedures streamlining 
• Standardization 
• Automation 

• Process streamlining 
• Procedures streamlining 
• Automation 

 
 a APEC Secretariat Process Mapping Report, developed by US-ATAARI Process Mapping Consultant in June 2016.   
 
 b This document (i.e., Strategic Recommendations and Preliminary Implementation Plan), prepared by Process Mapping Consultant Tarun Rana in January 2018.  
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TRAVEL DISBURSEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

Issue / Observation Recommendation / Solution Categorization 

Process: No standardized process and 
workflow available for travel disbursement 
activities 

Develop a Process Workflow Map, depicting 
the activities/actions, actors, and deliverables 

Additionally, generate RACI Matrix that defines 
who is Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and 
Informed for each activity 

Process streamlining 

Guidelines: No formalized guidelines 
available for ensuring accuracy of quote 
comparisons and travel undertakings 

Develop guidelines and standard procedures, 
including exceptions, for airfare quote 
comparisons, per diem verification, and issuance 
of travel undertakings 

Procedures 
streamlining 

Budget Table: Multiple variants of MS Excel-
based Budget Table are used by the PEs. 
Some have data fields for additional 
information, such as date of dispatch of 
travel undertaking, etc., primarily for 
reporting to the PDs, who may require 
such details for any issue resolution 

Option A: Develop a Travel Disbursement 
Master Datasheet (TDMDS) in MS Excel to 
follow a Standard Data Structure. Embed 
formulas for expense and repetitive calculations   

Option B: Implement a software solution to 
automate Travel Disbursement Process 

Automation 

Attendee Details: Some PEs copy/paste 
attendee details into the Budget Table and 
from the Budget Table to the Travel 
Undertakings, while some use the smart 
features, like Mail Merge, in MS Word to 
“generate” Travel Undertakings from the 
Budget Table 

Option A: Develop programs in MS Excel to auto 
populate the data from the spreadsheet into the 
travel undertakings documents. Ideally, 
autogenerate PDFs of travel undertakings from 
the Excel spreadsheet by developing macros in 
the TDMDS 

Option B: Implement a software solution to 
automate travel disbursement process 

Automation 

Travel Undertakings Terms and Conditions 
(T&C): T&Cs appended in the two types of 
travel undertakings (Payment in Advance 
and Payment Reimbursement) are almost 
the same, except for any specifics that apply 
to either of them  

Option A: Develop single, integrated Terms and 
Conditions for both types of travel undertakings 
(advance payment and reimbursement type). 
Use the “Applies to” identifier for the points 
applicable to Advance Payment and 
Reimbursements  

Option B: Implement a software solution to 
automate travel disbursement process 

Standardization 

PO-Certified Per Diem and Attendance Sheet: 
The term “Per Diem” is not applicable to 
this document because it is essentially an 
attendance sheet. Certain data fields are 
redundant; as such, data is not required 

Also, this is an MS Word doc prepared by 
copying/pasting attendee info from the 
budget table (MS Excel), which consumes 
additional time and effort of a PE 

Option A: Instead of an MS Word document- 
based per diem/attendance sheet that is 
generated by PO, autogenerate an event 
attendee worksheet from the TDMDS Table  

Also, PO need not get this signed by each 
attendee; instead, s/he can mark attendance on 
own. This document should be named “Project 
Event Attendance Sheet”  

Option B: Implement a software solution to 
automate Travel Disbursement Process 

Automation 
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Issue / Observation Recommendation / Solution Categorization 

PE Buddy System: PEs are assigned a Buddy 
PE, who acts as a fallback during the 
associated PE’s absence. This adds 
workload on top of Buddy PE’s own 
workload. During peak times, this Buddy PE 
undergoes strain owing to increased 
delivery of works within the same available 
time 

Option A: Buddy System may be abolished. 
Instead, PE Team Lead should maintain a single 
Work Distribution and Schedules Spreadsheet, 
in conjunction with PE-specific PE Tasks 
Checklists  

This spreadsheet is aimed at aiding PE Team 
Lead, or in his/her absence any other PE, to 
carry out workload balancing. PEs must update 
their checklists at end of each day, and store 
them in designated folder on shared network 
folder (M drive)  

Option B: Implement software solution to 
automate Travel Disbursement Process 

Operational 
streamlining 

Automation 

Airfare Policy: Many attendees try to 
negotiate their desired travel routes, 
airfares, etc., which leads to wastage of 
substantial time in communications 

Option A: Inform attendees on APEC travel 
policies in the first mailing. Use points like 
“Smart Travel Policy – Shortest Route, 
Cheapest Economy Fare”  

Option B: Implement software solution to 
automate Travel Disbursement Process 

Procedures 
streamlining 

Standardization 

Payment Processing: Finance copies attendee 
and expenses data from the travel 
undertakings into their own MS Excel 
spreadsheet. This is a duplicate effort 

Option A: Develop programs in MS Excel to 
autogenerate accounting data required by 
Finance  

Option B: Implement software solution to 
automate the Travel Disbursement Process 

Automation 

Travel Accounting (Reconciliation/ 
Reimbursement): PEs are expected to deliver 
hard copies of Claims Settlement Form and 
associated docs (attendance certificate, 
signed travel undertaking, air 
tickets/invoices) for each claimant 
(participant) to Finance Department. 
Apparently, this record keeping is required 
by Finance  

Option A: Use a single claims form for each 
project event that lists all participant details and 
expenditure (per diem, honorarium, travel 
tickets, etc.). Only one copy of attendance 
certification may be provided  

Option B: Implement software solution to 
automate Travel Disbursement Process 

All print (hard copy) production should ideally 
be carried out by the Central Services Unit 
(CSU), NOT by PEs. Ideally, develop CSU that 
can carry out mundane tasks, such as 
printing/photocopying sets of claims forms and 
associated docs required by Finance  

If Finance requires PE endorsement (signatures) 
on Claims Settlement Form, CSU can obtain 
signatures from PEs on printed sets  

Automation 

Operational 
streamlining 

Travel Accounting Cut-off Date: Some 
attendees do not settle the accounts for 
long periods, even up to one year 

Option A: For Accounts Receivables (applicable 
to advance payments), define cut-off date for 
attendees to settle accounts  

If feasible, do not make complete advance 
payments; hold at least some part of per diem, 
such as additional amount (75% of one-day per 

Procedures 
streamlining 

Automation 
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Issue / Observation Recommendation / Solution Categorization 

diem). This will ensure timely settlement of 
accounts by attendees 

Option B: Implement software solution to 
automate travel disbursement process 

Governance and Compliance: Ensure efficient 
tollgates and checkpoints. 

Option A: Identify tollgates and checkpoints in 
the Process Workflow for ensuring timely, 
qualitatively accomplishment of tasks  

Option B: Implement software solution to 
automate travel disbursement process 

Automation 

CONTRACTS DISBURSEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

Issue / Observation Recommendation / Solution Categorization 

Responsibilities Overlap: Under contracts 
disbursement, there is no individual 
responsible party (between the PE or PD) 
to review/approve the contractor 
selections. This could pose an issue with 
inconsistencies in methodology or approval 
criteria used to review/approve 
contractors for projects 

Conduct audit of previous contractor selection 
processes at each contract value threshold. If 
there is a distinction between a responsible 
approver within the Secretariat that 
corresponds to contract value threshold, adjust 
job descriptions to explicitly state conditions 
that require either PD or PE approval 

Process streamlining 

Procedures 
streamlining 

Invoicing Process: PDs may not always 
receive invoices for project payments, and 
thus may not always be able to serve a 
“troubleshooting” function to resolve 
issues between PO / vendor and internal 
parties 

Review contract implementation/ disbursement 
templates and ensure APEC project contracts 
with external vendors list the PD or “buddy 
PD,” or both, as secondary contacts for 
contractual or disbursement issues  

PD’s job description should also be updated to 
reflect this mediatory role on as-needed basis, 
with PE serving as the lead liaison for 
contractual- and disbursement- related issues 

Procedures 
streamlining 

Process streamlining 

Proposal Evaluation Form: Two variants of 
same evaluation criteria are used: (a) one 
by Evaluation Panel for Open Tender 
Process, which has an additional worksheet 
where the PO summarizes scores and (b) 
PO for Selective Tender Process, which 
does not have PO summary sheet 

Option A: Use single MS Excel-based Universal 
Proposal Evaluation Form from which PO 
summary sheet can be “generated” 
automatically. This will save additional effort of 
copying/pasting facts from various evaluation 
forms submitted by panel members 

This MS Excel workbook can be automated to 
merge evaluator responses into single 
worksheet, while keeping PO summary sheet 
hidden from evaluation panel members 

Option B: Implement software solution to 
automate travel disbursement process 

Standardization 

Automation 

Scoring Method: Scoring for evaluation 
criteria is not explained; it is unclear how 
evaluator can decide on certain score. This 

Develop evaluation criteria scoring method and 
include it in scoring sheet 

Procedures 
streamlining 
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Issue / Observation Recommendation / Solution Categorization 

ambiguity can lead to incorrect scoring and, 
thus, an inappropriate average score 

Request for Proposal (RFP) Timelines: This 
document is a checklist of activities and 
approximate timelines required to be 
fulfilled to complete RFP process. It is 
fundamentally a listing of the Process 
Workflow that defines who will do what in 
a specified time frame  

This document is similar to a Services Level 
Agreement; hence, it should be named “RFP 
Services Timeline”  

Standardization 

Proposal Compliance Checklist: This appears 
to be a Pre-Evaluation Bid 
Acceptance/Rejection Criteria or Bid 
Completeness Check to determine 
whether bid should be taken up for 
evaluation  

The criteria “Response to Requirements” is 
a very broad statement  

Ideally, this checklist should be completed by 
PO. PD is involved neither in evaluation nor in 
contractor selection. Hence, PO should 
complete this checklist before submitting 
“complete” proposals to the evaluation panel. It 
then should become a part of evaluation 
summary that the PD will review and approve 

Process streamlining 

Standardization 

PROJECTS LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

Issue / Observation Recommendation / Solution Categorization 

Activities Overlap: Some activities and 
deliverables are shared responsibilities of 
PEs and PDs  

- Project Monitoring Report: To comply with 
APEC guidelines, both PEs and PDs are 
ultimately responsible for soliciting and 
securing APEC project monitoring and 
completion reports at different stages  

- Project Disbursements: Both PEs and PDs 
review event costs against project budget 
during the Project Disbursement Phase 

Develop a Process Workflow Map depicting the 
activities/actions, actors (roles such as those of 
PE/PD), and deliverables  

Additionally, generate RACI Matrix that defines 
for each activity who is Responsible, 
Accountable, Consulted and Informed 

Further, APEC Secretariat should reexamine 
the level of effort designated to collecting 
reports, and identify potential opportunities for 
communicating importance and ramifications 
(e.g., funding “sanctions”) to APEC fora and 
delegates at onset of project implementation 
process 

Process streamlining 

Contractor Selection: During hiring process, 
there is a considerable amount of 
contractor information that is gathered, 
used, and then set aside. Information is not 
widely shared between PDs/PEs and the 
PMU 

Hence, details of external contractor’s past 
works are not available. This brings 
limitations in ascertaining contractor 
suitability 

Develop contractor database (on MS 
SharePoint) or Excel spreadsheet that collates 
complete details of contractor engagement with 
APEC projects, including past performance 
records  

Establish procedures, including responsible 
parties and deadlines, for keeping information 
up to date and ensuring information is available 
internally  

Define procedures and responsibilities for 
keeping contractor database up to date 

Automation 

Procedures 
streamlining 
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Issue / Observation Recommendation / Solution Categorization 

Scoring Table: PEs must collate/summarize 
scoring data provided by different members 
on separate scoring sheets 

Move scoring sheet to online system, so that 
consolidation and review activities can be 
eliminated 

Automation 

Projects Database: Project Management Unit 
(PMU) enters project details into MS 
SharePoint-based projects list. This entails 
manual copy/paste of contents and 
uploading of associated documents  

Option A: Automate content import from MS 
Word to SharePoint 

Option B: Use Grants Management System to 
develop and disseminate concept notes and 
proposals  

Automation 

Project Monitoring and Completion Reports: 
MS Word documents, passed on to and 
forth among PDs, PEs, and PMU  

Consider transforming these documents into 
online forms 

Automation 

Concept Notes and Proposals: These are MS 
Word documents. These go through many 
review cycles and are passed on, to and 
forth, between PD and PMU by email 

Consider transforming these documents into 
online forms on systems, like Grants 
Management System. This will enable every 
stakeholder to review comments and inputs 
provided by others. Also, system-based 
workflow will enable quicker response time  

Automation 

SECRETARIAT-WIDE OPERATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS 

Issue / Observation Recommendation / Solution Categorization 

Administrative tasks, such as sending 
standard APEC policy or objective updates 
or information to fora, do not use 
templates and messaging tools. Note-taking 
during meetings and summary reporting 
could also benefit from more effective use 
of standard templates and procedures 

Set up an administrative team to capture, 
modify, and share tools, standard templates, and 
communication messages. Conduct workshops 
with PEs and PDs to ensure standard tools are 
understood. 

Perform process audits on emails to verify 
templates are used and available to all staff. 

Define standard naming conventions for all 
document types, and establish versioning 
method. 

Standardization 

New chairs/conveners and delegates are 
not familiar with role of APEC Secretariat 
and how they need to interact with PDs 
and PEs 

Develop chair/convener training module, 
available to all member economies (and 
delegates), that overviews the Secretariat, role 
of the PE/PD, and how they can expect to 
interact with each other. 

Develop User Assistance System and Help 
Center that centrally delivers contextual 
information on processes/procedures 
(guidelines) and associated documents 
(templates). 

Training 

Automation 

Clerical errors Introduce Second Pair of Eyes (SPOE) checks 
for the costs and terms sections of all 
contractual documents, such as travel  

Process streamlining 
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REFORMS IMPLEMENTATION 
APPROACH  
PROCESS STREAMLINING 
All issues identified under Process Streamlining category have been executed by reengineering the current 
processes to the To-Be Cross Functional Process Workflow Maps. The overlaps in roles and responsibilities 
toward a particular task, duplication of efforts toward the same activity, and gaps in expected output from an 
activity have been identified and corrected for.  

The To-Be Process Workflow Maps provide a clear picture of the activities that business users (PEs, PDs, 
POs, PMU, and Finance) will undertake to accomplish their tasks. These maps also provide the sequence of 
flow of events — the information that flows in and out, the compliance checkpoints, and the action handovers 
among the users. The process events are now simple and easy to understand. 

During a process, certain activities are the prime responsibility of the business user who executes them, 
although the accountability could be that of another. For certain activities, the responsible business user might 
also need to consult another business user for certain inputs to execute an activity or review the output of an 
activity. In the entire flow of events, certain business users will need to remain informed during an activity. 
Such information is provided in the RACI Matrices, which lists main activities and those who are Responsible, 
Accountable, Consulted and Informed during the process. 

The business users are expected to follow the new process workflows and the corresponding RACI Matrices 
to accomplish their tasks. For any procedural requirements toward an activity, the corresponding standard 
operating procedures are referred to in the Project Guidebook. 

The changes in the process have been highlighted in the RACI Matrices, prepared in an MS Excel spreadsheet. 
Please find the RACI Matrix in Appendix B.5. 

PROCEDURES STREAMLINING 
Some process changes require updates in the Project Guidebook, while some require development of new 
guidelines either in the Guidebook or as a new document. The Project Management Unit (PMU) is expected 
to be the owner of the task of updating the Guidebook.  

Project Guidebook Updates 
General Procedures 

• Introduce the role of the Program Manager. This is a new role, currently referred to as the “Program 
Executives Team Lead.” As deemed fit, the Secretariat may decide a suitable role definition that 
distinguishes program manager responsibilities from those of program executives.  

The intended audience of this procedure is the entire Secretariat. 

• Second Pair of Eyes (SPOE): Introduce guidelines on how to carry out compliance and validation 
checks through this method. Although these checkpoints are captured in the process maps and the 
RACI Matrices, this procedure defines how business users are expected to review/check the 
calculations and important data that have been prepared by another user. This is required for quality 
control of the documents delivered outside the Secretariat.  
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The intended audiences of this procedure are the PEs and PDs. 

Travel Disbursement Procedures 

• Airfare Policy: Define the “Smart Airfare Policy – Shortest Route, Lowest Fare” travel disbursement 
procedure. This guideline aims to inform the attendees well in advance on their air travel booking, so 
that they do not negotiate or bargain with PE, thus saving time and effort on unwarranted 
communications.  

The intended audiences for this policy are the event attendees.  

• Airfare Quote Comparison: Write new procedures on how to compare the airfares quoted by the event 
attendees with information available on global airfare scanners such as Sky Scanner, Expedia, Google’s 
ITA software, and so forth.  

The intended audiences of this procedure are the PEs. 

• Per Diem Verification: Write new procedures on how to arrive at the right value of per diem for event 
attendees.  

The intended audiences of this procedure are the PEs. 

• Advance Payment: Define the net amount that should be paid in advance to the event attendees. The 
value of this amount could be a factor (percentage) of the total per diem.  

The intended audiences of this procedure are the PEs and Finance. 

Contract Disbursement Procedures 

• Contractor Approval Criteria: Update the roles of PEs and PDs in contractor selection process 
delineating their responsibilities according to the new process workflow and the RACI Matrix.  

The intended audiences of this procedure are the PEs, PDs, and POs. 

• Contractor Payments: Update the role of PDs in contractor payment process. According to the new 
process workflow and the RACI Matrix, the PE is responsible for executing the invoice-handling 
activities, while the PD is accountable for payment disbursement.  

The intended audiences of this procedure are the PEs, the PDs and Finance. 

New Guidelines Recommended   
• Contractor’s Database Management. Develop new guidelines on how to update contractor data in the 

contractor’s database. Define who will be responsible and who will be accountable for keeping this 
database up to date, and who will provide the necessary data. Further, define the frequency of updates 
and how the information on database updates will be shared with business users.  

The intended audiences of this procedure are the PEs, the PDs, and the PMU. 

• Scoring Method. The method of Scoring of the Proposal Evaluation Criteria by evaluation panel 
members is not explained; it is not clear how an evaluator can decide on a certain score for a 
particular evaluation criterion. Prepare a set of instructions, within the APEC Scoring Sheet, that can 
bring consistency in scoring.  

The intended audiences of this procedure are the PEs, the PDs, and the PMU. 
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STANDARDIZATION 
All client-facing documents and data templates require standardization to reflect the high-quality standards of 
APEC Secretariat in terms of layout, look and feel, format, fonts, and so forth. This also applies to the 
standard communication templates (emails). Besides these, it is also essential to establish document-naming 
conventions and versioning mechanisms.  

To standardize all templates, it is recommended that the Secretariat engage a usability or documentation 
consultant who can analyze all artefacts (documents, datasheets, emails, presentations, and reports) that are 
produced by the APEC Secretariat. This consultant will restructure the document templates and develop a 
documentation standards guidebook.  

To enable standard templates in the email application (MS Outlook), the hire of a freelance programmer is 
proposed. The standards will be designed by the Usability or Documentation Consultant, and the Programmer 
will develop these templates in the email application.  

A few documents identified as requiring content standardization are as follows: 

• Proposal Evaluation Form 

• Request for Proposal (RFP) Services Timeline  

• Proposal Compliance Checklist  

• Projects Checklist 

OPERATIONAL STREAMLINING 
Operational streamlining is an optional task because it impacts the organizational structure, requiring changes 
in the way different departments collaborate and communicate with one another. To implement such changes, 
a policy decision will be required by top management.   

As an example, according to the current PE Buddy System, a PE is allocated as a prenominated “fallback” PE 
who can take over the tasks in his or her absence. This system does not consider the workload of the fallback 
PE; thus, this can result in overloading of the fallback PE owing to her buddy’s absence. Further, it does not 
consider the simultaneous absence of both PEs. Instead, it would be simpler if the PE Team Leader perform 
the role of “workload balancing” and allocate the tasks to the least-loaded PE in the absence of the PE.  

Another example is the PE-designated task of printing of travelers’ claims settlement forms. Such tasks can be 
removed from the PEs’ work scope and carried out by creating a central processing unit, with tasks performed 
by actors such as the receptionist or mail room executive, who has relatively more time and is at a lower pay 
scale.  

PROCESS AUTOMATION  
While process automation is aimed at improving business workflows and reducing human error, ultimately, 
automation will cut operating costs and save time in addition to enforcing accountability. Process automation 
has been proposed for complex, intensive tasks and for any redundant steps in the process that consume 
significant portions of the Secretariat’s scarce resources. Essentially, the tasks that can be easily handled 
without human intervention are selected for automation through a software system.  

In this exercise, only the Travel Disbursement Process has been selected for automation. The rationale is that 
travel disbursements consume nearly 60 percent of a PEs’ time and effort. Further, during pressure times, such 
as senior officials’ meeting sessions, the amount of workload becomes extremely overbearing to PEs, leading 
to an increase in human errors.  
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Two automation options have been proposed: (a) automation of an existing MS Excel spreadsheet (the Budget 
Table) and (b) customization of downloadable off-the-shelf software. The latter option would be the preferred 
solution because it aids ease of use, self-service, auto-notification, document management, compliance, real-
time reporting — and above all, this option is scalable to accommodate the other APEC processes in future. 
Details on the requirements needed to adapt a successful automation process are discussed below. 

Travel Disbursement System 
Business Requirements 

Travel Disbursement Automation System should meet the following requirements: 

• Capture source data (event attendee details) provided by the PO (currently all required information is 
entered manually into an MS Excel sheet) and have the flexibility to allow POs to update the list for 
those cases in which there are speaker/participant changes or cancellations. 

• Capture PO attendance certification document submitted by the PO (the document is required for 
any payment to proceed). 

• Capture event attendee’s requirements (e.g., airfare and class of travel, travel dates, and bank account 
details), compute per diem and total amount due, and prompt PO if required fields of information 
have not been completed. 

• Auto-generate the Airfare Funding Approval Notification and the Travel Undertaking to be sent to the 
event attendees. 

• Have flexibility to allow PEs to make changes to the undertaking and reissue the undertaking to event 
attendees (for cases in which additional funding entitlements, such as additional approved airfare or 
honorarium, are confirmed after the airfare approval notification and undertaking were issued to event 
attendees). 

• Track the status of all projects and the action history (for use internally within the APEC Secretariat). 

• Track and provide the status of payment progress to event attendees (attendees are currently sending 
multiple emails to Pes, requesting payment status/updates or expected payment date, or both). 

• Auto-prompt reminders to respond/take action (based on deadlines set by PE). 

• Auto-prompt PEs to start processing project claims after the event. 

• Auto-prompt event attendees to submit supporting documents for processing project claims; the 
supporting documents, including e-tickets, should be able to be uploaded through the system. 

• Allow PEs to send brief notifications to event attendees to request additional documents and 
information should the documents in be incorrect or insufficient to support payment. 

• Have a “Reassign PE” button/function available on the main interface to reassign work to the 
temporary replacement PE during the replacement period. 

• Be able to export payment status and related information into an MS Excel sheet for sharing with POs 
or other authorized recipients. 

• Reduce communication with POs and event attendees via email. 

• Allow PEs to send notifications to event attendees to request for refunds in cases of excess advance 
payment made.  

• Send auto-prompt reminders to event attendees after a given deadline if the account has not been 
settled. 
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Functional Capabilities Model – Travel Disbursement System 
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System-User Interaction Sequence 

The System and User Interaction Sequence Diagram (shown below) is essentially a Travel Disbursement 
Process.  

Please refer to Appendix C for the complete diagram. 
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Process Changes Owing to System-based Travel Disbursements 
 

Activities (As-Is) Required in To-Be 
State? 

(Software System-
based) 

Event Attendee  

Submit Travel Requisition Form to PE by email No 

Prepare airfare quotes  Yes 

Sign and submit APEC Travel Undertaking to PE Yes 

Submit Advance Payment Request to PE No 

Submit travel expenditure reconciliation / reimbursement documentation to PO Yes 

Project Overseer  

Identify funded event attendees No 

Sign and send the Attendance Certification and Per Diem Table to PE No 

Program Executive  

Ensure all relevant disbursement-related records are saved in project file No 

Complete and submit tracking sheets to Quality Management Committee No 

Ensure travel costs are included in Project Budget Yes 

Establish Budget Table Yes 

Request airfare quote from event attendees No 

Review and approve air travel requests Yes 

Issue APEC travel undertaking for event attendee signature No 

Save signed travel undertakings No 

Prepare Attendance Certification and Per Diem Table, and send to PO No 

Forward signed APEC Advance Payment Travel Undertaking and Daily Summary Sheets 
tables to Finance 

No 

Secure remittance advice from Finance, and send to attendees No 

Collect event attendee documentation on advanced payment No 

Submit project claim checklist and event attendee claim documents to Finance for sign-
off/approval (inclusive of PO-certified docs) 

No 
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Review documentation against undertaking Yes 

Secure and send remittance advice to attendees No 

Update Budget Table No 

Compile airfare quotes from attendees No 

 

Regarding the Travel Disbursement Process, the following activities will be eliminated completely or reduced 
to a bare minimum (need-based): 

• Emails 

− Requests for airfare quotes from attendees 

− Request attendee details from PO 

− Dispatch of Travel Undertaking to attendees 

− Request Finance for advance payment processing  

− Request Finance for reimbursements 

− Payment remittance advice 

− Follow-ups  

• Data collection and calculations 

− Project data (project code, title) 

− Attendee details 

− Budget Table preparation and updates 

− Attendance  

− All calculations 

• Document collection / storage 

− Travel quotations 

− Travel evidence  

− Travel undertakings 

− Attendance sheets 

• Document generation 

− Travel undertakings 

− Claims Settlement Form 

• Printing of claims settlement forms and documents for Finance  
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User Performance Changes 

• PE activities streamlined to only review, validate, and approve, besides the manual airfare checks on 
Sky Scanner or Expedia 

• Duplication of As-Is efforts will be reduced to zero 

• Clerical errors toward repetitive actions reduced to zero 

• Document storage and retrieval (shared network on M drive) activities reduced to zero 

• Email-based communications reduced significantly because the system will enable auto-prompts  

• Payment processing data required by the Finance will be delivered either automatically into their 
system (through integration) or as an MS Excel/XML output, which they can “fetch” from the system 
on their own  

• Attendance sheet will become redundant. For claims settlement, the system will generate this 
automatically  

• Out of total 17 major activities handled by the PE, 13 will be taken over by the system. This change 
amounts to a 76 percent reduction in their actions/effort 

• Effectively, the system is expected to reduce PE workload by 50 – 70 percent because the number of 
“actions” required to accomplish the tasks are cut down significantly. 

Systems Integration – MS SharePoint 

The Travel Disbursement System should be able to integrate with the APEC Secretariat’s Projects Database 
hosted on MS SharePoint Server. This project’s database is an MS SharePoint list object.  

The Travel Disbursement System must make a request to the Projects Database for the data shown below. 
The request for data will be a synchronous call, wherein the SharePoint will deliver the requested data to the 
Travel Disbursement System. This system is NOT required to update the data in the Projects Database. 

Projects Data Budget Data 

Project Code Total per diem allocation –  Speakers 

Project Title Total per diem allocation –  Participants  

Project Overseer – Name  Total honorarium allocation –  Speakers 

Project Overseer – Email Total airfare allocation –  Speakers 

Project Overseer - Phone Total airfare allocation –  Participants 

Program Director – Name Publication/distribution of reports costs 

Program Director – Email Photocopying costs 

Program Director – Phone Communications costs 

Program Executive – Name Event hosting costs 

Program Executive – Email Stationery costs 

Program Executive – Phone Short-term clerical fees  
Consultant, researcher, secretary fees  
Other expenses – Hotel, etc. 
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Data Definitions 
 

Project Data (Pulled from MS SharePoint) Field Type Action 
Project Code Dropdown List Select, or populate on Project Title 

section  
Project Title Dropdown List Populate on Project Code section, 

or Select 
Project Overseer – Name  Dropdown List Select 
Project Overseer – Email  Enter on PO Name section 
Project Overseer – Phone  Enter on PO Name section 
Program Director – Name Dropdown List Select 
Program Director – Email  Enter on PD Name section 
Program Director – Phone  Enter on PD Name section 
Program Executive – Name Dropdown List Select 
Program Executive – Email  Enter on PE Name section 
Program Executive – Phone  Enter on PE Name section 

 
Budget Master Data (Pulled from MS 
SharePoint) 

Field Type Action 

Total per diem allocation – Speakers Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Total per diem allocation – Participants  Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Total honorarium allocation – Speakers Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Total airfare allocation – Speakers Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Total airfare allocation – Participants Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Publication/distribution of reports costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Photocopying costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Communications costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Event hosting costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Stationery costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Short-term clerical fees Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Consultant, researcher, secretary fees Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Other Expenses – Hotel, etc. Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 

 
Setup Event Field Type Action 
Project Code Dropdown List Select, or populate on Project Title 

section  
Project Title Dropdown List Select, or populate on Project Code 

section 
Project Overseer – Name  Dropdown List Select 
Project Overseer – Email  Enter on PO Name section 
Project Overseer – Phone  Enter on PO Name section 
Program Director – Name Dropdown List Select 
Program Director – Email  Enter on PD Name section 
Program Director – Phone  Enter on PD Name section 
Program Executive – Name Dropdown List Select 
Program Executive – Email  Enter on PE Name section 
Program Executive – Phone  Enter on PE Name section 
Event Dates – Start Date Picker Select 
Event Dates – End Date Picker Select 
Event Location – Country Dropdown List Select 
Event Location – City Dropdown List Populate on Country section 
Event Location – Venue Text Boxes Enter  

 
Setup Budget (by PE) Field Type Action 
Total per diem allocation – Speakers Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Total per diem allocation – Participants  Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Per diem rate – United Nations  Text Box, Num Enter value 
Approved per diem amount – Speakers Text Box, Num Enter value 
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Approved per diem amount – Participants Text Box, Num Enter value 
Additional per diem rate (factor) Text Box, Num Enter value 
Total honorarium allocation – Speakers Text Box, Num Compute 
Approved honorarium amount – Speakers Text Box, Num Compute 
Total airfare allocation – Speakers Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Total airfare allocation – Participants Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Publication/distribution of report costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Photocopying costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Communications costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Event hosting costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Stationery costs Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Short-term clerical fees Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Consultant, researcher, secretary fees Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Other Expenses – Hotel, etc. Text Box, Num Enter on Project section 
Payment currency Dropdown List Select 

 
Setup Attendee (by PO) Field Type Action 
Attendee category (participant, speaker, other) Dropdown List Select 
Title Dropdown List Select 
First name Text Box Enter value 
Last name Text Box Enter value 
Email ID Text Box Enter value 
Economy name Dropdown List Select 
Funding (APEC, self) Dropdown List Select 
Tasks Text Box Enter value 
Speaker's honorarium amount  Text Box, Numeric Enter value 

 
Register Profile (by Attendee) Field Type Action 
Telephone – Work Numeric  Enter value 
Telephone – Mobile Numeric  Enter value 
Fax  Numeric  Enter value 
Organization Text Box Enter value 
Type of Organization (government, NGO, 
private, international, other) 

Dropdown List Select 

Position / job title Text Box Enter value 
Departure city Text Box Enter value 

 
Bank Data (by Attendee) Field Type Action 
Account name Text Box Enter value 
Account number Text Box Enter value 
Bank name Text Box Enter value 
Bank branch Text Box Enter value 
Branch code Text Box Enter value 
Bank address Text Box Enter value 
SWIFT code Text Box Enter value 
IBAN code Text Box Enter value 
Agent bank name (if any) Text Box Enter value 
Agent bank SWIFT code (if any) Text Box Enter value 
Agent bank account number (if any) Text Box Enter value 
Additional bank information (if any) Text Box Enter value 

 
Travel Data (by PE) Field Type Action 
Airfare amount Numeric  Enter value 
Approved airfare amount Numeric  Enter value 
Travel class Text Box Enter value 
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Payment Processing Data (For Finance) - Generated by system 
Project code 
Project title 
Event ID (system) 
Program Executive – Name 
Program Executive – Email 
Attendee Category (Participant, Speaker, Other) 
Title 
First name 
Last name 
Email ID 
Economy name 
Net amount – Per diem 
Net amount – Honorarium 
Net amount – Other 
Type of payment (advance or reimbursement) 
Total payment 
Bank data 
Account name 
Account number 
Bank name 
Bank branch 
Branch code 
Bank address 
SWIFT code 
IBAN code 
Event city 
Agent bank name (if any) 
Agent bank SWIFT Code (if any) 
Agent bank account number (if any) 
Additional bank information (if any) 
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Contracts Disbursement System 
The Implementation Plan for the Contracts Disbursement System is to be scoped as a separate project. However, a functional capabilities model has been 
designed, as shown below. 

Functional Capabilities Model 
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CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 
This APEC Secretariat Reform Implementation Plan exhaustively covers the suggested reforms and 
implementation approach, describing the set of actions that need to be taken to implement the required 
changes. As a next step, it is proposed that the APEC Secretariat constitute a process modernization team 
comprising of the following:  

• Project Sponsor, ideally the Chief of Staff, to lead the reforms implementation and change 
management program 

• Business Process Owners, to drive and communicate process changes to business users. Ideally, 
program directors with over two years of experience in the Secretariat are well suited to lead this 
initiative 

• Project Manager, to develop and conduct the reforms implementation and change management 
program and to assist in process automation software selection and implementation 

• Usability Specialist, to standardize the document templates and contents 

A rough estimate of the efforts toward various tasks is listed below. The duration of each task is set on the 
basis of the assumption that the available capacity of the business process owners is 25 to 50 percent.  

Additionally, it is recommended that certain functions be further improved by setting up an online User 
Assistance System, which can serve as a universal source of contextualized information (process workflows, 
guidelines/procedures, templates, etc.) to every business user, both for within the Secretariat and external 
stakeholders. This new system will significantly improve the consistency and accuracy of information, reduce 
the training needs of the end-users (new PE, PD, Chair, etc.), eliminate ambiguities, and save time and effort 
toward “information seeking” communications. 

PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
No. Tasks Duration 

(Days) 
Effort 

(Hours) 
1 REFORMS IMPLEMENTATION PREPARATION 36   
1.1   Standardize Document Templates 27   
1.1.1     Streamline contents of Document Templates, Forms, and Checklist 20 

 

1.1.1.1       Proposal Evaluation Form 4 16 
1.1.1.2       Projects Checklist 4 16 
1.1.1.3       RFP Services Timelines (currently called RFP Timeline) 4 8 
1.1.1.4       Proposal Compliance Checklist 4 16 
1.1.1.5  Circulate streamlined documents to PDs and PEs for review and    

 finalization 
3 

 

1.1.2     Universalize forms and document templates 22 
 

1.1.2.1       Budget Table 10 24 
1.1.2.2       Travel Undertaking 7 8 
1.1.2.3  Circulate the universalized documents to PDs and PEs for review and  

 finalization 
5 

 

1.1.3     Define document-naming conventions 3 12 
1.1.4     Standardize the look and feel of all documents 7 40 
1.1.5     Contextualize documents (categorize them by end users, such as the  7 10 
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No. Tasks Duration 
(Days) 

Effort 
(Hours) 

    PO) 
1.1.6     Circulate standardized documents to PDs and PEs for review and     

    finalization 
5 

 

1.2   Procedures Streamlining - Update Project Guidebook 27   
1.2.1     Update the roles and responsibilities of PDs, PEs, and POs 8 10 
1.2.2     Update Travel Disbursement Guidelines 8 10 
1.2.3     Update Contract Disbursement Guidelines 8 12 
1.2.4     Communicate Project Guidebook changes to staff members 3 

 

1.3   Process Streamlining 36   
1.3.1     Review to-be processes 5 12 
1.3.2     Prepare list of changes between as-is and to-be processes 8 16 
1.3.3     Complete the RACI Matrix 4 12 
1.3.4     Define Second Pair of Eyes (SPOE) Checkpoints in process workflow  

    maps 
6 16 

1.3.5     Assign references to Project Guidebook against activities in process  
    workflow maps 

8 20 

1.3.6     Prepare and circulate slide decks to communicate changes to staff 5 
 

2 CHANGE MANAGEMENT 17   
2.1   Define key performance indicators and monitoring methods 6 20 
2.2 Review and endorse the Change Management Plan with business  

process owners 
5 12 

2.3   Enforce new set of standardized document templates 3 
 

2.4   Enforce process and procedural changes 3 
 

3 CONTRACTOR DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 35   
3.1   Assimilate business requirements 10 40 
3.2   Design database schema 5 20 
3.3   Conduct database testing 5 20 
3.4   Populate contractor data from old records 15 100 
3.5   Write contractor database maintenance guidelines 15 80 
4 IMPLEMENT AIMS PILOT SYSTEM FOR TRAVEL DISBURSEMENT 39   
4.1   Prepare risk assessment of AIMS pilot system deployment 4 16 
4.2   Coordinate system deployment with AIMS vendor 15 

 

4.3   Conduct system testing 20 
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The following documents represent GANTT charts outlining tasks to implement reforms by the responsible business process owners and timeline they 
should be conducted. 
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APPENDIX A: AS-IS PROCESS WORKFLOW MAP  
APPENDIX A.1, P-1.1, PROJECT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT  
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APPENDIX A.2, P-1.2, PROJECT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT  
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APPENDIX A.3, P-2.1, PROJECT CHANGE MANAGEMENT  
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APPENDIX A.4, P-3.1, CONTRACTS DISBURSEMENT  
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APPENDIX A.5, P-3.2, TRAVEL DISBURSEMENT  
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APPENDIX A.6, P-3.3, PUBLICATIONS & EVENTS MANAGEMENT  
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APPENDIX A.7, F-1.0, FORA MANAGEMENT  
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APPENDIX A.8, F-2.0, FORA MEETINGS MANAGEMENT  
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APPENDIX B: TO-BE PROCESS WORKFLOW MAPS 
APPENDIX B.1, PRJ-1.1, PROJECT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT  
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APPENDIX B.2, PRJ-1.2, PROJECT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT 
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APPENDIX B.3, PRJ-3.1, CONTRACTS DISBURSEMENT 
 
 

APPENDIX B.4, PRJ-3.2, TRAVEL DISBURSEMENT 
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APPENDIX B.5, RACI MATRIX  

  

No. Actions PO PD PE PETL PMU FIN
Concept Note Development & Approval

01 Inform the APEC Secretariat Program Director (PD) of the Concept Note (CN) Deadlines set by Budget and 
Management Committee (BMC)

I R

02 Advise Fora of CN deadline R I
03 Submit CN to PD R I I
04 1. Review CN for compliance and quality

2. Provide all essential feedback to Project Overseer (PO), if any
3. Circulate the CN to the forum for endorsements
4. Circulate to other Fora where coendorsement for subfunds is required (if applicable)

I R

05.1 Endorsement accepted by the Forum? NO - Advise PO to resubmit or withdraw I R
05.2 Endorsement accepted by Forum? YES - Inform other fora / stakeholders of outcome I R
06 Submit endorsed CN Information to Project Management Unit (PMU) R I
07 Review compliance of CN and address issues I R
08 1. Collate fora-level endorsed CNs

2. Prepare APEC Scoring Template
3. Send to the Responsible APEC Fora PDs

I R

09 Present APEC Scoring Template to Responsible APEC Fora for eligibility assessment and scoring R I
10 Collate Responsible APEC Fora eligibility and scorings, and send to PMU A, S R
11 Organize eligible CNs according to scorings R
12 Inform PD about unfunded CNs, and provide ineligibility assessments I R
12.A Advise PO to self-fund or consider resubmission in next session R
13 Recommend highest scoring eligible CN to BMC for in-principle approval I R
14 Communicate approvals and disapprovals to PDs, including project proposal next steps I R
15 Inform Fora and POs of BMC in-principle approval, outcomes, and proposal next steps, as applicable R I
15.A Upload approved CN information into PDB R I

Project Proposal Development: Endorsement, QA and BMC Approval
16 Submit draft project proposal to PD & Program Executive (PE) R
17 Review project proposals (focus on budget) I R
18 Review project proposals (focus on goals, objectives, and alignment with approved CN) R
19 Provide initial advice to PO on required general revisions R
19.A Incorporate revisions and resubmit for review R
20 Facilitate forum review and endorsement of project proposal R
21 Send endorsed project proposal to PMU R I
22 Conduct APEC Secretariat panel's detailed assessments of project proposals A R
23 Recommend project proposals to BMC for final approval I R
24.1 BMC final approval? NO - Inform PO about project proposal not meeting QA threshold I I R
24.2 BMC final approval? YES - Send  Letter of Acceptance to PO I I R
25 Inform stakeholders (APEC forum) about BMC approval outcomes R I
26 Upload approved project proposals to projects database R
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APPENDIX C: SYSTEM DESIGN 
VISUALS 
APPENDIX C.1, TRAVEL DISBURSEMENT SYSTEM - INTERACTION 
SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
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APPENDIX C.2, TRAVEL DISBURSEMENT SYSTEM – FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES 
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APPENDIX D: DOWNLOADABLE 
FILES 
The following downloadable files are provided for the convenience of viewing these documents electronically: 
 

DOWNLOADABLE AS-IS PROCESS WORKFLOW MAPS  

P-1.1, Project Lifecycle Management A.1 (As-Is Process 
Workflow Maps) P-1.1    

P-1.2, Project Lifecycle Management 

 
A.2 (As-Is Process 

Workflow Maps) P-1.2    

P-2.1, Project Change Management  

 
A.3 (As-Is Process 

Workflow Maps) P-2.1    

P-3.1, Contracts Disbursement  

 
A.4 (As-Is Process 

Workflow Maps) P-3.1   

P-3.2, Travel Disbursement  A.5 (As-Is Process 
Workflow Maps) P-3.2   

P-3.3, Publications & Events Management  A.6 (As-Is Process 
Workflow Maps) P-3.3     

F-1.0, Fora Management  

 
A.7 (As-Is Process 

Workflow Maps) F-1.0   

F-2.0, Fora Meetings Management  A.8 (As-Is Process 
Workflow Maps) F-2.0    
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DOWNLOADABLE TO-BE PROCESS WORKFLOW MAPS  

PRJ-1.1, Project Lifecycle Management B.1 (To-Be Process 
Maps) PRJ-1.1 Project   

PRJ-1.2, Project Lifecycle Management B.2 (To-Be Process 
Maps) PRJ-1.2 Project   

PRJ-3.1, Contracts Disbursement B.3 (To-Be Process 
Maps) PRJ-3.1 Contra   

PRJ-3.2, Travel Disbursement B.4 (To-Be Process 
Maps) PRJ-3.2 Travel  

RACI Matrix B.5 (To-Be Process 
Maps) RACI Matrix.xls 

 

DOWNLOADABLE SYSTEM DESIGN  

Travel Disbursement System – Interaction Sequence Diagram C.1 (System Design) 
Travel Disbursement S      

Travel Disbursement System – Functional Capabilities C.2 (System Design) 
Travel Disbursement S     
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